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Digital beamforming with an active array antenna has be-
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come, these past years, the holy grail for ﬂexible satellite
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payloads. This architecture enables a power, frequency and
beam steering ﬂexibility that meets the requirements of a
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wide range of user terminal distributions. Matching these
distributions may be challenging, especially if user terminals are co-located. In this case, narrower beams are needed
to utilize high frequency reuse factors while avoiding inter-
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beam interference. Small beamwidths, however, require
large antenna diameters, which implies for conventional antenna arrays many radiating elements and subsequently an
increased complexity. A way to reduce the number of radiating elements is to resort to sparse arrays with an irregular layout of radiating elements. A disadvantage of this
type of antenna is their high side lobe levels when scanning
the beams. A robust on-board precoding strategy based on
the knowledge of the users’ positions, and the antenna gain
over the coverage, is proposed to mitigate the interference
arising from high side lobe levels. A Circular Direct Radiating Array and a Sparse Direct Radiating Array based on
a sunﬂower design are compared with respect to the sum
rates they can achieve, and the complexity of the processor
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required to perform full digital beamforming.
KEYWORDS

Broadband, digital beamforming, MEO satellite, multibeam,
precoding, SDMA, sparse array antennas
MEO satellite constellations appear as a promising solution for broadband satellite communication. They oﬀer an
interesting trade-oﬀ between an LEO mega-constellation of hundreds, if not thousands of satellites [1], and GEO systems. The high number of satellites in LEO mega-constellations makes manufacturing and launching the spacecrafts,
within the deployment deadlines imposed by ITU, a major challenge. GEO satellites have the advantage of covering
wide regions with a single satellite. This way, only three GEO satellites are required to have a global coverage. They
demand, however, a high CAPEX per satellite and the coverage at the extreme latitude values is poor because of low
elevation angles with the user terminals (UTs). Moreover, these satellites suﬀer from a high round-trip latency between gateways and UTs (500-600 ms). These impairments, though not signiﬁcant for broadcasting, may be an issue
for latency-critical applications such as real time health monitoring, ﬁnance, or robot remote control. MEO satellites,
on the contrary, oﬀer a ﬁber-like round-trip latency (below 130 ms) [2]. O3b already proposes broadband services
with a constellation of 20 MEO satellites and each of these satellites will produce 12 beams by virtue of 12 steerable reﬂector antennas [2]. Nevertheless, the required number of beams increases as the number of users ramps up.
This concern is tackled by the next generation of O3b satellites which will be able to form thousands of spot beams
per satellite by means of antenna arrays [3]. Forming that many beams implies a complex antenna architecture and
beamforming strategy. Besides, ﬂexibility to allocate the resource of the satellite becomes crucial as MEO satellites
are not ﬁxed with respect to Earth (unlike GEO), so the user distributions they experience vary constantly. The Digital Transparent Processor (DTP) is able to provide ﬂexibility [4] in capacity allocation; user-to-user communication; a
progressive gateway deployment; and can perform digital beam forming (DBF). The DTP, used jointly with an active
antenna, is the utmost ﬂexible payload architecture - with adaptive beams and the ability to allocate them ﬂexibly
using power and frequency resources. Despite aforementioned advantages, hardware constraints limit the frequency
bandwidth that can be handled by the DTP, thereby restricting the number of RF chains and antenna ports that can
be digitally controlled. This, in turn, has triggered research on array thinning [5] that exploit aperiodic sparse arrays.
With this type of antenna, the consumption of the digital core is cut down by decreasing the number of radiating
elements and consequently the number of RF chains (which include ADC, DAC and power ampliﬁers). Nevertheless,
it is known that the side lobe levels (SLLs) of sparse arrays rise, in particular when the beam scanning angle increases
[6]. Although not explicitly studied in the open literature, spreading the power outside the main lobe is in a multibeam
coverage scenario is likely to lead to increased interference levels, and hence compromised system performance. The
inter-beam interference levels in a multi-beam satellite scenario can be addressed exploiting precoding [7], which is
accounted for in the extended version of Digital Video Broadcasting - Satellite - Second Generation (DVB-S2X) [8].
While a number of studies on the use of precoding in satellite systems have been reported, to the best of our knowledge, its association with sparse arrays as means to manage the interference in the context of satellite communication
has not yet been considered. References [9]-[10] study precoding with sparse arrays with a MIMO line-of-sight channel. These contributions, however, only consider linear arrays and do not tackle a satellite use-case. Reference [11]
proposes to use linear sparse arrays and an optimum beamforming approach for an automatic identiﬁcation system
(AIS). The sparse arrays produce narrow beamwidth while keeping the number of radiating elements low. Their narrow beamwidths enable to diﬀerentiate the messages coming from various ships even in areas with high densities
of AIS terminals. The following contribution proposes the exploitation of sparse arrays in combination with a twostage on-board precoding strategy, leveraged by the new capabilities oﬀered by the DTP. The combination of the two
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techniques relaxes payload hardware constraints while brings opportunities to improve the system performance. In a
multiple gateways scenario, precoding should be performed at each gateway for the cluster of beams it serves. In case
of no cooperation between the gateways, the capacity of the system decreases because of inter cluster interference,
gateways should then be able to communicate between each other which may result in a more complex system [12].
By virtue of a centralized precoding on-board this problem is avoided. On-board precoding also reduces the feeder
link bandwidth requirements by K /N [13] with K the number of beams and N the number of radiating elements. The
on-board algorithm presented in [13], however, supposes that the on-board beamformer is constant, which is not
possible in the case of MEO satellites as they constantly revolve around Earth. Reference [14] compares a linear precoding and ﬁxed beamforming with a joint linear precoding and beamforming. The latest is the best one but is more
complex due to a feed level precoding implying precoding matrices of larger dimensions for direct radiating arrays
where the number of feeds may be greater than the number of beams. The precoding scheme used in this paper is
based on the beamforming plus precoding presented in [14]. However, it is proposed in this publication to implement
an adaptive beamforming with a minimum mean square error (MMSE) precoding in the context of direct radiating
arrays. It is supposed in this paper that the on-board precoding scheme relies on a coarse channel estimation based
on the satellite knowledge of the radiation patterns and the users’ positions, so a limited feedback from the UTs is
required. In summary, the contributions of the paper are:

•

We propose the combined use of sparse arrays and precoding in a MEO satellite context that reduces the number
of radiating elements by 40% while delivering eﬀective interference mitigation.

•

It is shown for a satellite line-of-sight (LoS) channel that a precoding in the beam space is equivalent to a joint
precoding beamforming in radiating element space for low number of users and surpass the joint precoding beamforming when the number of users grows.

•

It is proposed to only exploit a feedback on the UTs’ geographical position to estimate the channel matrix with no
channel state information (CSI). Precoding can generate nulls in the antenna radiation patterns at the estimated
users positions without CSI. The UTs’ positions are assumed to be known as are the antennas radiation pattern.
This last information is obtained from on-ground and in-orbit test campaigns. All the information on the channel
between the satellite and UTs is stored and processed on-board.

•

The sum rate calculations account not only for the number of terminals but also for the diversity of UTs distribution
in the satellite ﬁeld of view (FoV) from uniform to very heterogeneous.

A Ka band application with satellites orbiting at 8063 km is targeted. A payload system comparison between a
sparse array and circular direct radiating array is used for benchmarking. It takes into account not only the antenna
performance but the system performance, including the precoding algorithm and consideration on the power consumption requirements of the digital core. The remaining of this paper is organised as follows; the conventional and
the sparse antenna arrays are ﬁrst described. Then, the on-board digital precoding strategy is detailed. Finally, the
two candidate payload solutions are compared with regards to the sum rate they can achieve. The robustness of the
method presented and its implications on the complexity of the processor are studied in the end. For clarity, matrices
are represented in bold and vectors are underlined.
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DESCRIPTION OF ANTENNAS AND PAYLOAD ARCHITECTURES

The regular and sparse antenna arrays compared are designed to have a similar maximum gain. The arrays are constructed out of elementary bricks of radiating elements of size 1.2λ × 1.2λ - where λ is the wavelength corresponding
to the center carrier frequency. The larger radiating elements of the sparse arrays presented hereafter are a combination of these elementary bricks. The radiating pattern of the elementary horns was approximated as cosine patterns
[15]. The size of the radiating element was selected to avoid the occurrence of grating lobes in the FoV of the satellite.
In this study, the antennas shall have a 20◦ FoV, which corresponds to an elevation from the user terminals of 40◦
at a satellite altitude of 8063 km. Below this angle, the path between the satellite and the user terminals may be
obstructed by buildings or reliefs. The scanning requirements were also chosen to limit the scanning losses observed
with sparse arrays.

1.1

| Circular direct radiating array

The ﬁrst architecture is a Circular Direct Radiating Array (CDRA) with 351 radiating elements arranged in a triangular
lattice. The elements layout and the corresponding pattern at boresight are shown in Fig. 1. This antenna presented is
active and supposes that one high power ampliﬁer (HPA) exists behind each radiating element. The advantage of this
architecture is that all the HPAs contribute to all the beams. This power distribution provides a graceful degradation:
if a HPA breaks down, the aggregated Equivalent Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP) loss is negligible. As the HPAs are
near the radiating elements, the losses in the RF chains are compensated.

F I G U R E 1 On the left: radiating elements layout for the CDRA; on the right radiating pattern at boresight and at
the edge of the coverage.

An active antenna, however, with DBF necessitates to process all the frequency band used for all the radiating
elements with an associated RF chain including ADC, DAC, ﬁlters and HPA. The power consumed by the payload is
then impacted by the number of radiating elements. A way to reduce their number is to resort to sparse antenna
arrays.
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| Sparse direct radiating array

In the case of sparse direct radiating arrays (SDRA), radiating elements are spaced by more than 1.2λ and grating
lobes are avoided by virtue of the non-regular layout of the radiating elements. A deterministic procedure to produce
a type of sparse array, sunﬂower arrays, is presented in [16]. In that particular array, radiating elements are arranged
in a layout following the pattern of sunﬂowers. The spatial density of radiating elements adheres to the amplitude
distribution of a Taylor tapering to reduce the SLLs and thus limit the inter-beam interference. The extra space resulting
from the varying spatial density can be ﬁlled with larger radiating elements to increase the antenna eﬃciency. Another
advantage of this conﬁguration is that a high antenna diameter can be reached with less radiating elements (-40%)
than with a regular layout. The SDRA layout is presented in Fig. 2.

F I G U R E 2 On the left: radiating elements layout for the SDRA with three diﬀerent tiles of radiating elements; on
the right: radiating pattern at boresight and at the edge of the coverage.

With narrower beams, the frequency reuse factor can be increased, which is particularly valuable when users are
co-located. This architecture, however, suﬀers from scan losses and higher SLLs when scanning the main beam. The
SDRA presented was designed to achieve the same directivity at boresight as the CDRA, namely 36.8 dB. Fig. 2 shows
in the case of SDRA, the rise of side lobes when scanning the beams at the edge of the coverage. Table 1 summarises
the advantages and disadvantages of SDRA compared to CDRA.
TA B L E 1

Comparison of the two antenna architectures.
CDRA

SDRA

Max directivity (dB)

36.8

36.8

Number of radiating elements

351

199

Antenna diameter (cm)

38

58

Peak gain to highest side lobe ratio at boresight (dB)

17.9

21.5

Peak gain to highest side lobe ratio at the edge of the coverage (dB)

17.0

11.3

Scan loss at the edge of coverage (dB)

2.3

5.2
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BEAMFORMING STRATEGY
| Channel model

The data rate that can be achieved with a given bit error rate depends on the channel state between the satellite and
the UTs. The channel is supposed to be in the LoS with no blockage and one beam formed per user in a Space Division
Multiple Access (SDMA) scheme. The LoS assumption is justiﬁed by the end-user of the satellite systems which are
not likely to be blocked by obstacles. For example O3b constellation targets cruise, aero, oﬀshore and remote mining
users [17]. The channel matrix is denoted H ∈ ÃK ×N , with K the number of users and N the number of antenna feeds.
Each entry of matrix models the channel between antenna feed n and user i allocated beam j and is deﬁned in (1).

s
h i ,n =



L F S L L at m i

GUT
T


i

1
gi ,n
k Bj

(1)

Attenuation due to the free space path loss (FSL) and atmospheric absorption must be accounted for. Reference
[18] proposes to assume a clear sky for atmospheric absorptions for system-level simulations. Rain and clouds are
subsequently ignored but tropospheric scintillations and gas absorptions still need to be taken into account as they
play a non-negligible role in mmWave propagation. Following annex 2 of [19] attenuations coming from gas absorption
can be derived. They amount at maximum to 0.4 dB with the 40◦ elevation considered here and vary depending on
the UTs’ elevation. For tropospheric scintillations, [18] proposes to take the attenuation with 99% probability as a
ﬁrst assumption. For example, at 20 GHz and 40◦ elevation they amount to 0.2 dB. Atmospheric absorptions for user
i are accounted in L at m i . Free space loss L F S L is due to the attenuation of the electromagnetic waves in free space
as they spherically spread whilst they propagate. The expression of L F S L for user i is given in (2).

LF S L =



4πd i
λ

 −2
(2)

Where λ is the wavelength of the carrier signal and d i is the distance between the satellite and the user i . Finally, the
gain and noise of each UT is captured in the ﬁgure of merit GUT /T with GUT the gain user terminal antenna and T the
noise at the receiver. This noise takes into account atmospheric and receiver signal chain noise. Finally, gi ,n (θ, φ) is a
complex number representing the gain from feed n in direction of the ith UT. The signal received at the user terminal
i can be modelled as:

y = HWx + n

(3)

Where y ∈ ÃK ×1 is the signal received by each user from K beams; W is the on-board beam forming matrix
with W ∈ ÃN ×K computed with DBF; x ∈ ÃK ×1 contains the complex transmitted symbols by the gateway. Vector
x veriﬁes E (x H x ) = P/K . Where P is the total power available on the satellite. The vector n ∈ ÃK ×1 represents the
independent and identically distributed zero mean and unit variance Gaussian noise. An upper bound for the capacity
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achieved by a satellite payload is given by the sum-rate of the system [20]. This is deﬁned as:

SR =

K
Õ

log2 (1 + SINR[i ] )

(4)

i =1

In (4), SINR[i ] is the signal over noise plus interference ratio experienced by user i . The SINR is deﬁned as:
SINR[i ] = 

1
[i ]

(C/N )

 −1



+ (C/I i nt er be am )[i ]

 −1


 −1
+ (C/I i nt er mod )[i ]

(5)

Where the expression of the carrier over noise is:
(C/N )[i ] =

P
h i wi
K

2

(6)

To simplify the problem, an equal power distribution per carrier is assumed, this parameter can be further optimised.
In (6), wi is the i t h column of the precoding matrix W, h i the row of the channel matrix H. Finally, the carrier over
interference power ratio can be expressed as:

[i ]

(C/I i nt er be am )

=

P/K

ÍK

j ,i

h i wi

P/K

2

h i wj

2

(7)

As the antennas are required to operate in multicarrier mode, intermodulation interference caused by the nonlinearity of ampliﬁers must be taken into account. Values for Solid State Power Ampliﬁers (SSPAs), depending on
the power ampliﬁers operating points, are given in [21]. Given [21] and a 3 dB output back-oﬀ (OBO), a carrier-tointermodulation ratio of 17 dB is assumed as a ﬁrst approximation. In the scenarios further considered, even if this
parameter plays a role in the link budget, the inter-beam interference remains the major limiting factor of SINR in
most cases. The next section presents a low-complexity two-stage approach that decomposes into two matrices
that can be easily computed. The ﬁrst stage consists of maximizing the power towards the users with a prebeamforming matrix. The second stage uses the radiation patterns obtained in the ﬁrst stage to manage inter-beam interference.

2.2
2.2.1

| Two-step on-board beamforming
| User beam formation

On-board beamforming is performed by the DTP of the satellite. Applying directly joint linear precoding beamforming
at antenna feeds level is costly as the number of antenna feeds increase. Beamforming is then split in two stages:
one prebeamforming stage ensures power is directed to the users while the other relates to alleviating inter-beam
interference. In the ﬁrst stage, beams are steered to a UTs’ direction using phase only beamforming weights. This
beamforming method is mentionned in the literature as matched ﬁlter (MF). As each user is considered centered in a
dedicated beam, they beneﬁt from the highest possible gain. The phase weights of the beamformer are determined
by computing the steering vectors oriented toward each UT. The users’ positions are sent back from the UTs to the
satellite through the return link.

8
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FIGURE 3

Coordinates and antenna feeds positions.

The steering vector is deﬁned for each user i and for each feed n as:
a i ,n (θ, φ) = e i

2π x sin θ cos φ +y sin θ sin φ +z cos θ
n
n
i
i
i
i
i ) , [n
λ ( n

(8)

∈ [1, N ]

Where [x n , y n , z n ]H , [n ∈ [1, N ] is the position of each antenna feed n in the coordinate system deﬁned in Fig. 3.
The steering vector a i ∈ ÃN ×1 can be used to express the phase diﬀerence between the complex symbols transmitted
by each antenna feed. To obtain the maximum gain towards user i , the digital beam former may apply the matrix B,
where B ∈ ÃN ×K and each column of which being the vector b i , such as the phase shift between the radiating elements
√

is compensated to align the wave front direction toward the user i . In this case: b i = ai /

N.

This approach, however,

may generate interference to other nearby users if non-orthogonal frequency bands are used at the same time. The
estimation of the channel matrix can be made through the knowledge of the users’ positions and the radiation pattern
of the antenna. Meanwhile, the inversion of the channel matrix can be done on-board to mitigate interference levels
with precoding techniques.

2.2.2

|

Inter-beam interference management with precoding

Linear precoding was chosen over non-linear precoding, so a matrix T ∈ ÃK ×K is generated to cancel the inter-beam
interference. This choice was made because linear techniques proved to bring signiﬁcant capacity gains [7] without
the complexity of non-linear techniques - such as Dirty Paper Coding. The signal received by the UTs can be expressed
as:

y = HBTx + n

(9)

and the on-board precoding matrix, previously introduced in (3), can be expressed as:

W = BT

(10)
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As the MEO satellites constantly orbit around Earth, a complex optimisation of the beamformer and precoding would not be aﬀordable due to the impact on the system latency. It is proposed in this paper to implement an
open-loop precoding which does not need channel state information feedback from the user terminals. In the case
presented here, the satellite has knowledge on the positions of all the users and of the radiation patterns of the
satellite beams after the ﬁrst beamforming stage performed by matrix B. With this information, a precoding matrix
e = HB The
accounting for beamforming can be deduced. The equivalent channel after beamforming is denoted H
precoding weights of the matrix are computed with MMSE (Minimum Mean Square Error) and this technique proved
to be an interesting trade-oﬀ between eﬃciency and complexity [22]. MMSE performs better than ZF by adding a
regularisation coeﬃcient that signiﬁcantly increases the performance of the system by maintaining the useful signal
that may be cancelled through ZF. Regularisation was proposed in [23] to avoid an ill-conditioned matrix by reducing
the eﬀect of the highest singular values of this matrix. The precoding matrix before normalisation is deﬁned as:

 H
 −1 H
e H
e + αIN
e
TMMSEnotnormalised = H
H

(11)

With:

e
α =2×K × H

∞

(12)

Where TMMSEnotnormalised ∈ ÃK ×K is the not-normalized precoding matrix; α is the regularisation coeﬃcient,
e being the sup norm, which is the highest norm of H
e entries. The choice of the α parameter was done by
with H
∞

observing the sum rates achieved by CDRA with a varying number of users and a varying regularisation coeﬃcient as
presented in Fig. 4. The scenario considered in Fig. 4 focuses on uniform UTs distributions. A signiﬁcant gain in sum
rate is observed by increasing the regularisation parameter until an optimum value of given in (12). The sum rate gain
achieved with regularisation rises with the number of users. Further increasing the regularisation parameter does not
result in higher sum rates and even reduce the capacity in the case of 300 users. It is shown later in the results section
that the empirical regularisation parameter found with uniform scenarios provides as well signiﬁcant improvements
in non-uniform scenarios (see later in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14). The value of α expressed in (12) achieves the maximum
sum rate for each scenario of number of users. As the number of UTs increase, the need for regularisation increases.
Reference [14] gives the power constraint for the beamforming design:

trace(BTTH BH ) ≤ K

(13)

Here we have K instead of P in [14] as the power is accounted for outside of the precoding matrix as shown in
(6). In order to comply with the power constraints of the payload, a normalisation should be applied to the precoding
p
matrix. In the case of a constraint of the total RF power, this is expressed using the factor 1/trace( TMMSEnotnormalised ).
Besides, a per-beam power constraint can be applied by normalising each row (the power per beam) of the precoding
matrix.
Another normalisation approach is given in [24] where the columns of the precoding matrices (the norm of each
column corresponds to the power allocated to each user) are normalised, and then the rows are normalised if their
norms exceed one (normalisation of the power allocated to each beam). A slightly modiﬁed version of this normal-
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FIGURE 4

Impact of regularisation on the sum rates achieved.

FIGURE 5

Two-stage on-board beamforming scheme.

isation strategy is used where the rows are normalised even if their norm does not exceed one. This normalisation
strategy is the one that gave the best results so it is the one considered in the following. It can be shown with
Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities that this power constraint imply that the power inequality (13) is met. Reference [25]
also found that this normalisation method was the one that gives the best results. Fig. 5 recaps the beamforming
scheme proposed.

Florian Vidal et al.
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SIMULATION RESULTS

|

3.1

11

| Sum rate estimations

3.1.1

|

Inﬂuence of the number of users

To observe the inﬂuence of the number of users on the sum rates achieved, uniform scenarios are ﬁrst considered. Fig.
6 presents, the user distributions of 24 users such that θ ∈ [0, 20◦ ], and 100 users such that θ ∈ [0, 20◦ ] referred to
as a uniform scenario. The sum rate deﬁned in equation (4) is computed to compare the antennas and beamforming
strategies. The underlying link budget hypotheses are summed up in Table 2. The A, B true angle coordinates are used
to illustrate the coverages.

FIGURE 6

User distributions in the satellite FoV with on the left 24 users; on the right 100 users.

For each user distribution scenario, SDRA is the architecture which beneﬁts the most from precoding, compared
to CDRA.
TA B L E 2

Link budget parameters.

Central carrier frequency

20 GHz (Ka band)

Frequency bandwidth allocated to each user

10 MHz

RF power per carrier before applying precoding

0.78 W

User terminal gain over receiver noise G/T

21 dB/K (1.2 m UT)

OBO

3 dB

A Monte Carlo simulation is launched with 30 runs, with random users’ distribution with A, B coordinates following uniform laws. The achieved sum rates and spectral eﬃciencies for each payload conﬁguration are presented in
Fig. 7.
Without precoding CDRA performs better than SDRA which suﬀers from the important SLLs rise previously
highlighted (+30% sum rate for 100 users for example). The sum rates and spectral eﬃciency gains due to precoding
are higher when the number of users increases due to a higher aggregate interference with a higher number of beams.
It reaches +178% and +106% respectively for SDRA and CDRA. Until 100 users, CDRA with precoding is slightly
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600
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4.5
4

Sum rate (bps/Hz)

3.5
400

3
2.5

300

2

200

1.5
100

0

Mean spectral efficiency (bps/Hz)

SDRA beamforming + precoding SR
CDRA beamforming + precoding SR
SDRA matched filter SR
CDRA matched filter SR
SDRA beamforming + precoding SE
CDRA beamforming + precoding SE
SDRA matched filter SE
CDRA matched filter SE

1

0

50

100

150

200

250

0.5
300

Number of users
F I G U R E 7 Evolution of the sum rates (SR) and mean spectral eﬃciencies (SE) achieved with the number of UTs
on uniform UTs distributions.

better than SDRA. However for high number of users, CDRA beneﬁts from precoding to a lesser extent as the larger
beamwidth of CDRA makes the interference cancellation more diﬃcult in the directions of interfered users, especially
if they are co-located. When the number of users increases, the sum rate increases, but the mean spectral eﬃciency
decreases (for example, from 5 bps/Hz for the 24 users case, to 2 bps/Hz for the 300 users case for CDRA with
precoding). Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 highlight the beneﬁts of precoding on the C/I coming from inter-beam interference, in
the cases of 24 and 100 users. It can be observed that the C/I is improved at the cost of lower C/N: the main signal of
each beam must be reduced to cut the interference aﬀecting other close beams. Therefore, the improvements due to
precoding are limited when the interference levels become too high, which explain the lower mean spectral eﬃciency
with a high number of users.

The two-stage beamforming approach was compared in Fig. 10 to the joint beamforming/precoding presented
in [14] with MMSE and the normalisation techniques previously presented. For a number of users below 100 the
joint beamforming/precoding performs better (+10% for 100 users) however as the number of users increases, the
performance of joint beamforming/precoding sharply decrease which is not the case for the two-stage method previously presented. This may be explained by the fact that the number of antenna feeds become close to the number of
beams generated. In annex II the number of radiating elements is increased to 600 for a 0.5 m array antenna. It can
be observed that feed level precoding is better than the beam level precoding for a wider range of number of users.
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F I G U R E 8 On the left for CDRA and on the right SDRA: eﬀect of precoding on C/N and C/I distributions on a
24 users scenario.
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F I G U R E 9 On the left for CDRA and on the right SDRA: eﬀect of precoding on C/N and C/I distributions on a
100 users scenario.

3.1.2

|

Inﬂuence of the non-uniformity of users distributions

A parameter that characterises the non-uniformity of user distributions, as illustrated in Fig. 11, was deﬁned in [26].
This parameter, denoted µ, is based on a cell lattice in which the aggregated demand is computed. The lattice considered in this study is shown in Fig. 11 - note that the size of each cell of the lattice is commensurate with the
beamwidth but the number of cells is distinct from the actual number of beams. The non-uniformity parameter µ
is deﬁned in (14) as the standard deviation of the aggregate traﬃc demand (ATD) per cell, normalised by the mean
aggregate traﬃc demand per cell.

µ=

standard deviation of ATD in all the cells
mean of ATD in all the cells

(14)

The number of cells to compute µ can be distinct from the total number of beams. Further details to deﬁne the
cell lattice and computing the parameter can be found in [26].
Two cases are considered to observe the inﬂuence of non-uniformity: one with 24 users with coordinate θ ∈
[0, 20◦ ], and a denser one with 10 users, with coordinate θ ∈ [0, 5◦ ] represented in Fig. 12. Even if, in this latter case,
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F I G U R E 1 0 Evolution of the sum rates (SR) achieved with the number of UTs on uniform UTs distributions. In
dashed lines the precoding at antenna feeds level, in continuous lines the beamforming plus precoding approach.

F I G U R E 1 1 On the left: examples of user distributions with equal number of users and data rate demand per
user and associated µ parameter; on the right: cell lattice used to compute the µ parameter.

the FoV of the satellite is reduced, this area still corresponds to a beam of radius 700 km at MEO. The methodology
presented in [26] details how the user distributions are generated to span the widest range of values. Fig. 13 shows
the evolution of the achieved sum rates with an increasing non-uniformity. On the most uniform scenarios, CDRA
with precoding performs slightly sum rates as SDRA with precoding, which is in line with the Monte-Carlo results
presented in Fig. 7. For µ above 0.2, precoding with SDRA exhibits similar throughputs as precoding with CDRA.
MMSE precoding brings more beneﬁts in uniform scenarios. For all the architectures, the sum rate decreases with
non-uniformity. About three times less for CDRA and SDRA with precoding from 120 bps/Hz to 40 bps/Hz. When
no precoding is used the sum rates fall from 70 bps/Hz to 30 bps/Hz.
As with 24 users, Fig. 13 shows that for 10 users, the sum rate decreases for each payload with non-uniformity
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FIGURE 12
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FIGURE 13

Evolution of sum rate with the non-uniformity of the traﬃc with 24 users.

even if it decreases less sharply due to the reduced number of users. With the regularization parameter of MMSE
tuned with uniform scenarios, precoding still increases by around 70% the sum rate in the cases with the highest µ.
We can conclude that the number of users is not the only limiting parameter to the beneﬁts of precoding. Nonuniformity, measured with the µ parameter, if too high can curb the gains made with precoding. If interferers are
too close it becomes more diﬃcult to isolate them. This problem is even more remarkable when users are gathered
in a smaller FoV. In this case the users are in a smaller area and the problem of isolating them with precoding and
a narrower antenna beamwidth is even more crucial. It explains why for the dense user distributions, SDRA with
precoding performs better overall sum rates than CDRA with precoding (see Fig. 14).

3.2

| Perturbation analysis

Because the beamforming scheme proposed does not rely on a CSI feedback, the results found previously may not be
valid anymore in the case of a practical implementation. Further impairments not considered in the precoding matrix
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FIGURE 14

Evolution of sum rate with the non-uniformity of the traﬃc with 10 users.

are added in H matrix. These include:
•

Phase oﬀsets that occur in the low-noise block down-converters at the user terminal receiver [24]. They are
assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.24◦ .

•

Payload oscillator phase oﬀsets. They are estimated to Gaussian with zero mean and standard deviation of 2◦
with ultra-stable oscillators [24].

•

An error on the position of the user terminal is also assumed with a standard deviation of 5 m as it is in the range
of current aﬀordable GPS receivers [27]. This imprecision impacts the phase and the amplitude of the signal
received.

•

An uncertainty on the amplitude of the power received by the UTs is assumed with a Gaussian noise of mean zero
and standard deviation 0.5 dB on the antenna gain at each user position. This may be due to antenna pointing
accuracy or varying channel conditions.
The computation of the precoding matrix is blind to these impairments. Fig. 15 shows that the sum rate losses

become noticeable for more than 150 users and increase with the number of UTs. The degradations linked with the
unpredicted impairments are lower than 5% even with 300 UTs. The precoding approach proposed in this paper is
robust enough for a practical implementation.

3.3

| System consideration for a MEO multibeam system

Assuming an objective spectral eﬃciency of 3 bps/Hz and uniform scenarios, for the SDRA with precoding, a maximum
of 150 users may be served - according to Fig. 7. A frequency division multiple access (FDMA) resource sharing may
be implemented to increase the number of beams formed while avoiding inter-beam interference. To serve the O3b
objective of 4000 beams [3], a frequency reuse of around 27 should be applied. If each UT typically requires 30 Mbps,
10 MHz bandwidth per UT is needed with the spectral eﬃciency considered. A total of 270 MHz (frequency reuse
× carrier bandwidth) of frequency band for the user link is required. This low total user link bandwidth reduces the
constraints on the hardware and the band digitalised by the processor. In the case of SDRA, a 270 MHz bandwidth
to digitalise with 199 radiating elements corresponds to a total of 54 GHz to process for the DTP. Following the same
logic, it raises to 95 GHz for the CDRA. If precoding is not used, the total number of users that can be processed with
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Inﬂuence of the impairments on the beamforming performance.

the require spectral eﬃciency drops to 50 for the CDRA and 24 for the SDRA (see Fig. 7). In this case the frequency
reuse rises respectively to 80 and 167. Subsequently, the total band needed for the user link is 800 MHz for the
CDRA and 1.7 GHz for the SDRA. This induces larger processing bandwidth as shown in Table 3.
TA B L E 3 Beneﬁts of precoding on the capacity processed by the DTP with the CDRA and SDRA payloads to
realize 4,000 beams with 30 Mbps datarate.
Architectures

Bandwidth processed by the DTP (GHz)

CDRA

280

SDRA

330

CDRA with precoding

95

CDRA with precoding

54

In the MEO use-case considered here, precoding is essential to perform full digital beamforming. Furthermore,
the SDRA antenna reduces the processing bandwidth by 43% so the power consumption requirement on the DTP is
reduced. The question remains of whether the current processor technologies are able to run the precoding algorithm.
The computation complexity comes from the inversion of the matrix shown in (11) and rises in with the number of
beams. This is due to the LU matrix decomposition used to inverse matrices [28] and matrices multiplications. In total,
their number was estimated to 14n 3 /3−3n 2 /2 in annex I. Considering 100 beams, about 4.7 millions of operations must
be performed in a negligible time compared to the propagation time between the MEO satellite and the user terminals
(75 ms) not to apply an outdated precoding matrix. A typical commercial space processor such is able to operate up to
23 Mﬂops per core on a Linpack benchmark [29]. This benchmark is appropriate as it involves matrices inversions with
ﬂoating points entries. Accounting for a derating ratio for the multi-core operation of 50% and a dedicated processor
to perform on-board precoding, the precoding matrix can be updated every 100 ms which is not negligible compared
to the propagation time. However, future technology trends with 28 nm processors look promising to implement in
a near future the system proposed in this paper [30]. An alternative to speed up the calculations would be to store
the precoding matrices on-board and choose them depending on the orbital position of the satellite (valid for ﬁxed
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satellite services). Another solution is to distribute the computations between satellites through inter-satellite links
[31]. The satellites experiencing very low capacity demands would be able to support the ones experiencing heavy
traﬃc.

4

|

CONCLUSION

Sparse antenna arrays, in particular sunﬂower antenna arrays, exhibit interesting features such as: narrower beamwidth;
no grating lobes; and a spatial taper to reduce the ﬁrst side lobes. When scanning, however, they suﬀer from scan
losses and higher side lobe levels than conventional circular arrays. A simple precoding scheme, digitally implemented
on-board, is proposed in this paper to alleviate the disadvantages of sunﬂower antenna arrays. By applying precoding,
the sum rates achieved by the sparse array payload considered is similar to the ones of conventional circular arrays for
low number of beams and surpasses them when the number of beams increase. Moreover, the narrower beamwidth
of sparse array performs better in dense scenarios with co-located user terminals. With better achieved sum rates,
40% less radiating elements and six times less bandwidth to process at processor level than the conventional solution,
the sunﬂower array architecture oﬀers a promising solution for MEO satellite operating in Ka band.
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Annex I. Computation of the precoding complexity algorithm
In this annex, the complexity to compute the precoding matrix in 11 in function of the number of beams N is assessed.
The number of operations for matrix inversion following the LU matrix factorisation method is given in [28]:

C ompl exi t y (N ) ≈
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If sums are approximated by integrals:
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Moreover two matrices multiplications are performed with each matrices multiplication requiring N 2 (N + (N − 1))) =
2N 3

− N 2 operations. The addition operation with the diagonal matrix is neglected as it only takes N operations. By

adding all the number of operations required a total of 14n 3 /3 − 3n 2 /2 is obtained.
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Annex II. Results obtained with a 0.5m array in the CDRA case
The same analysis as in Fig. 7 is carried out with an array of diameter 0.5 m (constituted of 603 radiating elements).
When increasing the number of radiating elements, precoding in feed space become more eﬃcient than doing the
two-stage beamforming plus precoding approach presented in this paper until 200 users instead of only 100 users in
Fig. 7. When being limited in the number of radiating elements, the two-stage approach presented in this paper is an
alternative to cope with high number of beams. When the number of radiating element and computational cost are
not an issue, joint beamforming and precoding is the best solution.
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F I G U R E 1 6 For a 0.5 m CDRA, comparison of diﬀerent beamforming and precoding approaches. In dashed red
lines the precoding at antenna feeds level, in continuous red line the beamforming plus precoding approach.
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